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Cube world pet chart

Cube World has all kinds of animals that you can tame. For this, you will need to know the respective pet foods that you need to use. This Cube World pet food guide will tell you what pet food you need to tame the different animals in the game. Pet Food For All Animals In Cube World The following table includes all the information you need to know about pet food and the animals
you can tame with it. We also mentioned whether a certain pet is or not. Pet Food Pet Rideable Apple Ring Crocodile Yes Banana Split Monkey No Biscuit Roll Bumblebee No Blackberry Marmalade Porcupine Yes Bloodorange Juice Yes Buckhorn Beaver Yes Bubble Gum Collie Yes Blue Blue Slime Yes Bread Bark Beetle Yes Cabbage Rolls Snail Yes Candied Apple Horse Yes
Candy Cat Yes Caramel Chocolate Turtle Yes Chocolate Cake Raccoon No Chocolate Cookie Biscuit Yes Chocolate Cupcake Brown Alpaca Yes Chocolate Donut Mole No Chocolate Baby Mamute Ice Cream Yes Cotton Yes Cotton Sheep Yes Cotton Sheep Yes Croissant Scottish Terrier Sim Curry Fire Beetle Yes Date Biscuit Camel Yes Eucalyptus Candy Koala – Fruit Basket
Fly No Ginger Tartlet Parrot No Green Jelly Green Slime Yes Lemon Tart Lemon Beetle Yes Licorice Candy Crow Yes Lollipop Owl No Lolly Snout Midge No Mineral Water Radishling Sprout Yes Chocolate Bar Leaf Gum Yes Mixed Fruit Salad Yes Pancakes Biter No Peanut Baby Baby Elephant Yes Pink Jelly Slime Yes Yes Yes Pumpkin Mash Pig Yes Radicchio Salad Earth
Caterpillar Yes Raspberry Juice Flamingo Yes Rice Milk Chocolate Bar Plain Runner Yes Salted Caramel Seagull No Soft Ice Penguin No Spring Water Cormling Sprout Yes Strawberry Cake Squirrel No Strawberry Cocktail Light) Yes Waffle Terrier Yes Water Ice Cream Spitter at White Chocolate Bar Snow Runner Yes Yellow Jelly Slime Yes That marks the end of our pet food
guide Cube World. If you are interested in learning more about the game, then be sure to check out our creation guide as well. WORLD GUIDE TAGSCube WorldCube After an extremely quiet alpha period, Cube World has returned, and some people are jumping into the game in bulk. It works differently from other games on the market, but not entirely. One similarity is the use of
pets. Private pets in the game will want a specific food. Pet Foods in Cube World Here is the massive list of pet food available in the game, and the pets that particular food item will if players want to tame that pet. Some of them are mountable, too. Apple Ring – Crocodile, and you can ride them. Banana Split - Monkey. You can't ride them. Cookie Roll - Bumblebee. You can't ride
them. Blackberry Marmalade – Porcupine, and you can ride them. Bloodorange Juice - Mosquito. You can't ride them. Gum – Collie, and you can ride them. Slime, and you can ride them. Bread – Peel Bettle, and you can assemble them. Cabbage rolls - Snail. You can't ride them. Candied Apple – Horse, and you can ride them. Candy – Black Cat, and you can ride them. Caramel
Chocolate Bar – Desert Runner, and you can assemble them. Carrot - Bunny, and you can ride them. Cereal Bar - Chicken. You can't ride them. Cinnamon Roll - Turtle. You can't ride them. Chocolate Cake - Raccoon. You can't ride them. Chocolate Biscuit – Peacock, and you can assemble them. Chocolate Cupcake – Alpaca Brown, and you can assemble them. Chocolate Donut
- Mole. You can't ride them. Cotton Candy – Sheep, and you can ride them. Croissant - Scottish Terrier, and you can ride them. Curry – Fire Beetle, and you can ride them. Date Cookie – Camel, and you can ride them. Eucalyptus Candy – No pets currently eat this item for players to tame them. Fruit basket - Fly. You can't ride them. Ginger Tartlet - Parrot. You can't ride them.
Green Jelly – Green Slime, and you can ride them. Lemon Pie – Lemon Beetle, and you can assemble them. Sweet Licorice - Crow. You can't ride them. Lollipop - Owl. You can't ride them. Lolly - Snout beetle, and you can ride them. Mango juice - Bat. You can't ride them. Melon ice cream - Midge. You can't ride them. Milk Chocolate Bar – Plain Runner, and you can assemble
them. Mint Chocolate Bar – Leaf Runner, and you can ride them. Pancakes - Biter. You can't ride them. Peanut – Baby Elephant, and you can ride them. Pink Jelly – Pink sloth, and you can ride them. Popcorn - Hornet. You can't ride them. Pumpkin Mash – Pig, and you can ride them. Radicchio Salad – No pets currently eat this item for players to tame them. Salted caramel -
Seagull. You can't ride them. Soft Ice - Penguin. You can't ride them. Spring Water - Cormling Flower. You can't ride them. Strawberry Cake - Squirrel. You can't ride them. Strawberry Cocktail - Crab. You can't ride them. Sugar Candy – Duckbill, and you can ride them. Raspberry Juice - Flamingo. You can't ride them. Vanilla Cupcake – Alpaca (light), and you can assemble them.
Waffle - Terrier, and you can ride them. Water ice - Spitter. You can't ride them. White Chocolate Bar – Snow runner, and you can ride them. Yellow Jelly – Yellow Slime, and you can ride them. Taming in the Cube World can be a bit tricky. However, knowing which pet foot item to use on the particular animal you want to tame is critical. Also, you want to make sure that you have
enough of the item available in your inventory. If you have very few when you attract animals to you, those who receive no will become aggressive, and you will have to fight them. Be sure to double-check the pet you want to go after The particular food item you will need to tame them. Next Pets, their types and applications Prev Dogs Pets, their types and apps Tame and locate
pets Cube World offers several pets - that's why we have prepared a page that describes the four best companions. Companions. you will find information about how they work, where to find them and how to tame them. Remember that you can tame many animals, but only one of them will follow you. The choice of a mate depends on you. Turtle Spitter Biter Alpaca TurtleThis is
the only tank available in the game. Your task is to get the attention of enemies, allowing you to attack them without worrying about receiving damage; To get it, you need a Cinnamon Roll. You can buy this item from the store or get it from enemies in the following locations - River, Jungles, Oceans; You can find this pet in the following locations - River, Jungles, Oceans; You can
travel on your back; Combine it with magical abilities such as healing the area. This will give you extra health points. SpitterEsis is the only character in Cube World who can heal. Spitter heals with projectiles that work within a specific area - stay in a lake to regenerate hp. To get it, you need water ice. You can buy this item in the store or get it from enemies in the following
locations - Oceans, Island, Lakes; You can find this pet in the following locations - Oceans, Island, Lakes; You can travel on your back; Thanks to it, you will save on healing items. BiterBiter works very well within walking distance. To get it, you need pancakes. You can buy this item from the store or get it from enemies at the following locations - Hill, Mountain; You can find this
pet in the following locations - Hill, Mountain; You can travel on your back; Perfect with short-range weapons; Attack with your paws. AlpacaThere are two types of Alpacas in Cube World.Alpaca lightYou can tame this pet with the help of Vanilla Cupcakes; It is found mainly in green areas, plains; You can travel on your back; This pet is perfect for close-range combat; Dark Alpaca
Has dark brown skin; You can tame this pet with the help of Chocolate Cupcakes; It is found mainly in green areas, plains; You can travel on your back; This pet is perfect for close-range combat; Next Pets, their types and applications Prev Dogs Pets, their types and applications Domando and locating pets A frog in your pet. An Animal refers to any animal or monster domed
within the universe of the Cube World. A pet can be dobade simply by feeding it with its favorite food, after it helps the player fight monsters After the official release on Steam, there is no XP or Leveling for the pet, instead it actually gets stronger based on what their armor is. A pet, once captured, can also be stored in the inventory and removed at will. There is no limit to how
many pets a character can have, and all character classes can have pets. Only one pet can ('equipging'-it in the pet slot). Other pets are stored in the pet tab. Pets have their own skills or movements. Currently there is no command interface for pets to change their behavior. Pet Types Melee Pets: Most pets attack from melee range. Pets in the distance: Some pets can fire
projectiles from a distance. Tank Pets: Tank Pets Deal Less Less but have greater resistance and generate more aggro. Healer Pets: Some pets have healing skills to heal their master and friends. Mount Pets: Many pets can be mounted for fast movement. Doding most of the animals and some monsters in Cube World can be dotted. To tame a pet, you need to feed it with your
favorite food (you can look for pet food for more information on which food goes to which pet) - this is done by simply clicking on a specific pet food when you are on the pet tab and approaching the potential pet (you can have an active pet while trying to tame another, Once the pet is tamed, it will be replaced by the newly domesticated pet, and the other will be stored in your
inventory). Currently the process is automatically successful, you just need to wait until your heart gets big while they take your pet food. The challenge is to find out what food a creature likes and get the food, whether it's finding it in a store or more likely as a drop of serve. When taming a creature, try to find one that is alone because if they are in a group, all creatures of the same
type as the same food will approach you, but only one will be tamed while the others will become hostile. Note that currently, although the named boss versions of a pet may be tamed, although the next time the game is loaded it will have reverted to a normal version of the pet, losing its boss status. Pet Foods Although few pet foods are known, some have been discovered due to
closed alpha game game videos. More pet food is likely to be discovered in the near future, as the game is now publicly released. It is possible to carry more than one of the same types of pet food at a time by equipging the specified pet food and then picking up the second pet food (only one pet food can be performed at the same time). List of pets See the list of pets for a
complete list of pets, including the type of pet, whether they are able to ride, food used to tame them and landscapes in which they are found. Naming the Pet The current active animal can be given a name (or renamed at any time) by opening the game chat by pressing enter and entering the following command: /namepet &lt;name&gt; Riding Reins is a special item, so it will only
work in the region where you found Riding a pet requires taming a mountable pet first, then owning a Reins that was collected in the region Since Reins is a Special Item it will only work in the region where you gathered it. If you want to use it in another region, you would have to find it again in that region). Once both conditions are met, the pet can be mounted when set as the
active pet (i.e. placed in the Pet Slot) by being near it/looking at it and pressing the Hot Call/Ride Pet key (standard T). To disassemble a pet, carry out any attack - this means that combat cannot be sustained while riding a pet, thus excluding drive-by shootouts (unless you quickly reassemble the pet after each attack). Performing a dodge will also remove the character from the
pet, as well as drop high &lt;/name&gt; &lt;/name&gt; to suffer fall damage, or by pressing the shift key (only when a GUI is not on the screen). Combat Currently, pets will never start combat, even if the player is attacked. Once a player attacks something, however, the pet will join immediately. Switching targets will cause the animal to change targets as well, so it's a good idea to
focus on one enemy at a time. The only way to prevent a pet from attacking is with the Hotkey Call Pet (standard 'T') (To use the whistle, if you start riding it it will continue to attack), although the pet will immediately fight again if the player attacks again. As for player characters, currently there is no death penalty for pets - you can immediately open your inventory, pick up the pet
(dead) from the slot machine and then immediately put it back, and it will instantly reappear at your feet, alive. This is also useful for remembering pets that have been left behind due to cliff jumping, hang gliding or boat mischief. Dead pets that are not immediately called and simply left in the Pet Slot will automatically end up automatically reviving alongside the player's character
after about a minute. Planned rare animals are a planned feature in Cube World. They differ in normal animals look and will be harder to find. Pet Evolution is a planned feature that will allow some pets to evolve. No information has been given on how you will achieve this in the game yet. Still.
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